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ABSTRACT

This article reviews existing knowledge concerning the epidemiology, instruments and regulatory criteria currently used to evaluate artificial turf soccer pitches. Recent years have seen tremendous growth in the use of artificial turf as a playing surface for sports (rugby, soccer, American football…) and the problems traditionally associated with artificial turf and its relationship with a higher percentage of injuries seem to be disappearing. The contribution of biomechanics to the development of new techniques and instruments for analysing the properties and characteristics of grass pitches has contributed towards close collaboration with the regulatory bodies of different sporting organisations to define standards and criteria that guarantee not only the safety of the sportsmen and women, but also ensure performance and entertainment. Absorption of impacts, friction and traction, abrasion and factors associated with the mobile element and its interaction with artificial turf are the properties evaluated using a wide range of methodologies and instruments. In this sense, instruments such as the “Artificial Athlete” and the “Stuttgart Skiddometer” have helped different standards (DIN, BSI, AENOR, AFNOR, FIFA…amongst others) to define criteria for the homologation of a certain artificial turf surfaces.
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INTRODUCTION

The first artificial turf surface was laid for the American Football League at the Houston Astrodome (Texas) in 1966. The first artificial turf pitch in Europe was laid at Caledonian Park (England) in 1971, with their use expanding rapidly over the next 10 years. The use of artificial turf for hockey at the Montreal Olympics (1976) and for football at Queens Park Rangers F.C (1981) encouraged its expansion and showed that it could attract large crowds (Gordon, 1993). However, both players and clubs are still somewhat reluctant to use these artificial surfaces, as they believe that they cause more injuries.

The evolution of sporting surfaces since the early 1960s (initially because of the need to improve maintenance and strength) led to the development of the first synthetic surfaces. A decade later, several studies showed that the modern surfaces were a major etiological factor in sports injuries. Here, Biomechanics and epidemiology (based on identifying the type and distribution of different sports injuries) propose establishing procedures to prevent injuries and, to a certain degree, their occurrence on artificial surfaces.

As with all innovations, artificial turf brings a number of advantages and drawbacks, the latter derived from the impact absorption, abrasion and friction characteristics associated with the surface. Biomechanics thus focuses on aspects related to said sporting properties, which not only affect epidemiology but also sports technique and therefore sporting performance. However, the task facing Biomechanics is not simple as sporting properties (more related with execution and prevention of injuries) and technical properties (more related with the durability of the surface) are in opposition to each other, as by giving more importance to aspects associated with protection and maintenance of the artificial playing surface we can reduce sporting performance and vice versa.

Biomechanical research into artificial playing surfaces has therefore allowed us to reduce the number of injuries, focusing primarily on sporting and technical factors, while establishing criteria and standardised tests that allow us to guarantee safety when using said playing surfaces. In this way, federations such as Field Hockey have made said artificial playing surfaces obligatory for this sport, not only accepting the sporting properties (which allow the ball to behave in more uniform fashion on the playing surface), but also trusting in the injury prevention characteristics of said playing surfaces.

In this article, the biomechanical aspects of artificial turf playing surfaces in different sports will be described, along with the methods currently used by different standards to establish criteria regarding the behaviour required by artificial turf used as a playing surface, more precisely a surface designed for playing soccer. We will also show the relationship that exists between the properties of artificial turf and the associated epidemiology in certain sports, describing the most frequent injuries in sports played on artificial turf, such as American football, soccer, rugby, etc.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ARTIFICIAL TURF AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH INJURIES

The different studies on artificial turf provide a wide range of opinions as regards the greater or lesser incidence of injuries on artificial turf pitches. Here, certain writers believe that several injuries such as abrasion, traumas and sprains are associated with artificial turf playing surfaces, while other kinds of injury are more related to natural playing surfaces.
The two main kinds of injury that occur on artificial turf playing surfaces are; a) foot locking injuries, such as the sprained knees and ankles that occur when a player’s foot is locked on the surface while the rest of the body keeps moving, b) turf toe injury, this being a pain in the big toe (between the phalanges) caused by hyperflexion or hyperextension of the joint (Pine, 1991). Said injury is not normally exclusive to artificial turf surfaces, indeed the study carried out by Rodeo et al. (1990) of this type of injury found no significant differences between the percentage of injuries suffered by footballers playing on natural grass and those playing on artificial turf. However, the literature has shown that this kind of injury is more common on artificial turf because of an increase in rigidity and a reduction in impact absorption on artificial surfaces, adding that most players suffered turf toe for the first time on an artificial turf playing surface.

Most injuries occurring on artificial turf are associated with the adaption of movement to hard surfaces, with an increase in eccentric muscle activity and changes in knee and ankle movement patterns. In addition, with artificial surfaces, traction forces are greater and aggravated by heat absorption and the resulting lack of humidity that is finally transmitted to the foot of the sportsman/woman. As well as this, blisters are quite often formed if the player’s feet slip within their footwear. In contrast, natural grass absorbs humidity through its roots, cooling the playing surface (González & Payán, 2001). However, it should be mentioned that the latest watering systems installed on artificial turf playing surfaces reduce the coefficient of friction and associated injuries. From a biomechanical point of view, many of the injuries that occur while running happen during the deceleration stage, with the friction established between the footwear and the surface being an important factor (Andréasson et al., 1986), fundamentally when the playing surface is dry.

The literature also shows that artificial playing surfaces allow for faster running, something that may be due to the uniformity of synthetic surfaces allowing higher speeds to be reached as adjustments do not have to be made to compensate for the irregularities existing on natural playing surfaces (González & Payán, 2001).

Despite having more or less adequate information about the injuries that are associated with artificial turf playing surfaces, it should be mentioned that the kind of sport being played is associated with one kind of injury or another. However, as we have described above, there are certain injuries which could have a common origin and which are closely related to the sporting properties of the playing surface. This is why biomechanics attempts to analyse how the playing surface affects the movement during sport on the basis of its materials and how it has been built, so that identifying the characteristics that artificial turf playing surfaces should have allows us to improve it and progressively reduce the number of injuries associated with said playing surfaces.

In general terms, in soccer there are two factors associated with injuries on artificial turf playing surfaces, these coinciding with the factors that the literature identifies as the surface design aspects that have most influence on epidemiology - shock absorption and friction (Figure 1).
a) The capacity to absorb impacts caused by the interaction of the foot with the surface while running and jumping. This is normally a constant value that varies according to the percentage force and magnitude applied (Nigg & Yeadon, 1987). Impact forces may lead to overload due to many successive impacts on the playing surface.

The shock absorption capacity of playing surfaces is difficult to analyse for several reasons:

- Bone and joint injuries associated with the use of excessively rigid surfaces with low impact absorption capacity appear at a later date.
- The body has mechanisms to protect itself against impacts caused during running or jumping that act as shock absorption systems (musculoskeletal system).
- It is also important to take into account other factors that can have an effect on the reaction forces acting on the skeletal structures of sportsmen/women while playing, such as: type of movements and frequency of execution in each sport, injury mechanisms (besides injuries caused by interaction with other players), footwear used, the individual physiology of each player, etc.

b) Friction force: friction is commonly divided into two components, translational and rotational (Nigg & Yeadon, 1987). The first is needed for athletes to move quickly, stop and make sudden changes in movement. The coefficient of friction ($\mu$) depends on the materials and roughness of the surfaces in contact and relative speed between the surface and the footwear.

With regard to friction, there is abundant epidemiological information available on its associated pathologies, given the significant problems that derive from the use of surfaces with a high coefficient of friction, as the injuries are normally serious. Inappropriate friction of the surfaces used has been linked to ligament problems (sprains) and muscle overload. Other studies point to a possible relationship between the greater friction of synthetic surfaces and the increase in ankle sprains and knee cruciate ligament injuries.
Epidemiological aspects of two sports (American football and soccer) played on artificial turf

1. American Football

A study based on over 5,000 NFL matches showed a 13% greater frequency of injury on artificial turf than on natural grass (taking the matches as the unit for analysis). The database of football, specifically that of the NFL, is large enough to show that artificial turf increases the risk of knee injuries and perhaps other injuries, although the percentage increase is still in doubt and may be minimal (Mazur & Bretch, 1999). However, the literature (Powell & Schootman, 1992; Skovron et al., 1990) also shows how less serious injuries are less common on artificial turf, underlining the fact that serious injuries can occur on both natural and artificial turf.

Knee and ankle injuries seem to be the most common in this sport, as stated by Powell et al. (1992), who classify two kinds of knee injuries: lateral knee ligament injury and anterior cruciate knee ligament injury (Figure 2). Anterior cruciate knee ligament injury shows a statistically significant difference in the percentage of injuries on natural grass (Astroturf) under the same special playing conditions.

![Figure 2. Knee injuries (Pérez et al., 2003)](image)

Labson et al. (1990), included one more analysis variable in their study, taking into account an important factor concerning the mechanics of and injury and one that Nigg & Segesser (1988) had already taken into account to a degree – the interaction between the boot on the playing surface and the shape of the studs. Where the boots had longer studs, there was greater traction on the artificial turf and there were more anterior cruciate ligament injuries (0.017%) than with other types and shapes of studs.

2. Soccer

Despite the fact that few studies have been carried out on the epidemiology of soccer played on artificial turf playing surfaces, most of them deal with different factors that could have an effect on the mechanism of the injury, as well as the playing surface itself. In this sense, taking into account the position players take up on the pitch, Rodeo et al. (1990) state that 60% of players occupying an attacking position on the pitch suffer from turf toe”, compared with 32% of defenders. The literature also shows how the number of studs on the boots is one
of the possible causal factors of injuries, where players with between over 6 and less than 10 studs have a lower frequency of injury on natural grass playing surfaces. However, players using boots with 13 to 17 studs on artificial turf playing surfaces have a lower percentage of injuries.

Ekstrand & Nigg (1989) consider lack of adaptation to the playing surface to be one of the possible factors behind injuries, suggesting that players need about 6 training sessions to familiarise themselves with artificial turf playing surfaces.

As regards monitoring the incidence of injuries on artificial turf playing surfaces, the study carried out by González & Payán (2001) should be highlighted, in which they monitored soccer players for two seasons, one of them on natural grass and the other on artificial turf. In this study, the injuries that, etiologically speaking, accounted for the highest percentage on the artificial surface corresponded to a pathology of overuse (tendonitis in most cases), which accounted for 46.3% of the cases, followed by muscle injuries with 25.6%, osteoarticular injuries with 12.8%, ligament injuries with 12.8% and, finally, back injuries with 5.2%. However, with natural grass, muscle injuries accounted for 37.8%, followed by osteoarticular injuries with 31%, ligament injuries with 13.8%, overuse injuries with 3.4%, back injuries with 3.4% and other injuries with 10.3%. The ankle is the most frequently injured joint with 72.1% of total injuries on a natural playing surface and 40.9% on an artificial playing surface. Other joints affected were: knee (14.3%/13.6%), shoulder (5.4%/4.5%), hands (3.6%/18.2%), pubis (2.4%/13.6%) and back (2.2%/9.1%).

**Biomechanical characteristics of artificial turf playing surfaces**

The sporting properties that should be taken into account with artificial playing surfaces should not only include those affecting epidemiology (only affecting the players), as the properties of the playing surface can also alter the mobile elements (ball, soccer, etc.) used to play the sport. In this respect, the regulations of certain countries (including Spain, France, England, Germany, etc.) and the FIFA regarding artificial playing surfaces already include criteria that cover the playing surface, player and ball. This means that analysis of the behaviour of the playing surface is carried out on the basis of the different factors that play a role in the sport.

Focusing most of the characteristics described below on soccer, the following sporting properties should be taken into account for artificial turf playing surfaces:

1. Impact absorption
2. Friction and traction
   - Abrasion
3. Ball-related aspects:
   - Absorption of ball bounce
   - Resistance to ball progress
   - Effects on the ball
1) Impact absorption

This is the property of the artificial surface to reduce the forces transmitted to the player after impact, so that the magnitude and speed of the force transmitted is not as traumatic as that generated from a rigid surface (Figure 3). According to Milhurn & Barry (1998) insufficient reduction in impact absorption has been linked to the degeneration of cartilages, the development of osteoarthritis and lumbar pains.

Figure 3. Impact absorption

The factors required to measure the density and flexibility of a surface completely are (Bell et al., 1985):

- Total duration of the impact
- Time to reach maximum deceleration, maximum deceleration, average deceleration and % deceleration.
- The area below the deceleration curve vs. time.
- Maximum force.
- Deformation of the surface.
- Recovery capacity.

Test methodology

The artificial athlete is the instrument most commonly used to measure impact absorption (Figure 4). The “Stuttgart” and “Berlin” athletes used to be the most popular versions, although the current athlete combines the properties of both and is the method currently used by DIN and FIFA, as well as being proposed by AENOR, to analyze the impact absorption properties of artificial turf surfaces.
We should highlight that observed in certain studies (Winterbottom 1985; Baker 1990), where they state the need to design a new analysis foot that includes studs to test on grass, as their influence could alter the results obtained on the basis of stud penetration.

Amongst other methods of analysis we should mention that used by Stanitski et al. (1974), using video cameras and different loads released from particular height, the “Sportest” proposed by AFNOR, the methodology used by BSI, etc.

- **Criteria for impact absorption**

  The different standards lay down the following criteria for force reduction (FR):

  \[
  RF = 1 - \left( \frac{F_{\text{max}}}{F_{\text{max,Hormigón}}} \right) \times 100
  \]

  - AENOR classifies impact absorption into: rigid (<20%), low (20%≤RF≤35%), moderate (35%≤RF≤50%), high (50%≤FR).
  - DIN specifies that the artificial turf must be able to absorb between 50% and 65% of the impact.
  - FIFA requires an absorption of 55-70% (for both laboratory and field trials, carried out three months before being installed).
2) Friction and Traction

Friction and traction (Figure 5) are the properties that enable players to carry out movements without slipping or falling.

![Figure 5. Friction on the surface (Pérez et al., 2003)](image)

The concept of friction is applied when one surface slides over another, for example the shoe over the surface, although when the shoe has studs that dig into the playing surface the concept of friction is not applicable, with the concept of traction being used to describe said interaction. We have to distinguish between static friction and dynamic friction, with the static friction coefficient ($\mu$) being the quotient between the minimum force needed to produce sliding and the normal force at the surface. The dynamic friction coefficient is the force parallel to the surface needed to maintain a certain sliding speed divided by the normal force at the surface (the latter being the most important from the point of view of sport). Adequate friction could be regarded as that allowing adequate traction, so that sportsmen/women can accelerate and decelerate while maintaining balance, rhythm and coordination of all their body movements. However, while playing sport there are frequent changes in direction that cause circular frictions known as torques. These must be such that the knee and ankle ligaments are not subject to excessive stress during rapid changes of direction, thus avoiding the possibility of injury.

Water and temperature can affect the friction properties. Here, the research carried out by Torg et al. (1974) shows that an increase in temperature, combined with the characteristics of the stud, affects the friction generated between the shoe and the surface, as well as the possibility of injuring the knee and ankle.

- **Test methodology**

The test methodology should simulate conditions that are as similar to real game conditions as possible, meaning that we have to take into account (Lloyd & Stevenson, 1990) the contact time and increase in the vertical force component, the angle between the shoe and the contact surface, the magnitude of the vertical force at the time of maximum friction and the sliding speed between the stud and the surface.
No single one of the methods described in the literature and the standards laid down in different countries for analysing friction on surfaces can be described as ideal for artificial turf tests. The tests used are: the friction pendulum (Bonstingl et al., 1975; Majid & Bader, 1993) used by DIN, which also uses the Stuttgart sliding apparatus (Figure 6) (not used for grass, however it could be adapted for this purpose with a new foot design), the “Studded Foot” (Torg et al., 1974; Winterbottom, 1985; Canaway & Bell, 1986; Lambson et al., 1996) used by FIFA and BSI, which also uses another method involving a sliding apparatus, the method used by Stanitski et al. (1974) that drags several boots over the grass, using a pneumatic device (Andréasson et al., 1986; Heidt et al., 1996), measuring friction with a graduated pendulum (AFNOR), etc.

![Figure 6. Stuttgart sliding apparatus](image)

- **Criteria for Friction – Traction**

It should be borne in mind that weather conditions influence friction properties, with this influence being observed in the results obtained by Heidt et al. (1996) when comparing dry and wet artificial surfaces. With the dry artificial turf surface, the traction force was 413.69N (±238.88) at the axis of movement and a torque of 20.539 N.m (±6.96) on the axis of the tibia. With wet artificial turf, the average was 301.97N (±129.17) with a torque of 15.27N.m (±5.84).

Valiant (1990) states that the minimum traction required for a soccer boot on artificial turf should have a traction coefficient of between 22 and 30 N.m, while also stating that the injury rate could be reduced with values lower than 30N.m. However, FIFA suggests values of 25-50 N.m while using the same test.

- **Abrasion**

This is a concept related to the friction surface and associated with injuries caused by burns. However, the importance of this factor has not been dealt with in detail in the literature, where no method for analysing it has been found, although some friction instruments are able to measure the temperature of the material being analysed (pending homologation).
3) Characteristics of artificial turf as regards the ball

- Absorption of ball bounce

From the point of view of standards, it is necessary to calibrate the ball being used for analysis with reference to a rigid surface (ground). After establishing the drop height, the results are given as a percentage with relation to the reference surface:

$$\frac{\text{Bounce height on other surfaces}}{\text{Bounce height on the reference surface}} \times 100$$

Certain factors affect bounce, including: the base on which the grass is laid (Bell et al., 1985), ball pressure and ball type, reducing the height in the same proportion as the pressure, this being from 5.1% of 1.1 to 0.6 bar (Holmes & Bell, 1984).

It must be taken into consideration that ball bounce increases over time, with surfaces becoming more compact and harder as a result of one or more factors, such as flattening of the grass fibres, compaction of the sand or other base materials, etc.

- Test methodology

Different systems can be used to measure the height of bounce: visual methods (camera recordings), photocells and acoustic methods, and analyse the properties of the playing surfaces and the type of ball.

The method proposed for use by BSI, DIN, EN (Appendix 8) and FIFA consists of dropping a ball repeatedly from a certain height (this varying from one standard to another), obtaining the bounce percentage with regard to the average on a rigid surface. The BSI standard also specifies that the analysis should be carried out for both wet and dry surfaces.

The type of ball and its pressure have a significant effect on bounce, with a study carried out by Baker (1990) setting the bounce at 57%-59% when the pressure of the ball is 70 Pa. It should be pointed out that the pressure of the ball is not taken into account in the different standards, making it an important factor to be looked at in future studies.

- Criteria

In soccer, the general criterion accepted by the different standards (including FIFA) consists of dropping the ball from a certain height (measured from its lowest point) and reaching a given bounce height, measured from the bottom of the ball. The EN calibrates ball bounce height on a rigid surface from a drop height of 2 metres and ball bounce height must reach $1.35 \pm 0.05m$. The bounce percentage laid down by the EN for artificial turf is $80\% \geq B \geq 35\%$. FIFA state that the bounce should be from $30\% – 50\%$. The difference in bounce percentage between FIFA and the EN is due to the fact that FIFA lays down the ball bounce percentage on the basis of the 2 metre drop height, while EN does so with regard to the 1.35 metre drop height onto a rigid surface.
- Resistance to ball advance

Resistance to ball advance can be defined as the force that acts at the point of contact between the ball and the surface whose direction is contrary to the direction of the ball, causing the ball to decelerate as it advances. This is important for sports such as golf, bowls, hockey and, of course, soccer. It has also been called the “speed” of the surface.

- Test methodology

Several techniques have been used to analyse ball behaviour on the surface, including those used by Baker (1990): rolling distance, deceleration and changes caused to speed.

Resistance to ball advance is not dealt with by AFNOR, although FIFA (following the method proposed by EN 12235), DIN and BSI do use a method for analysing this factor, measuring the resistance to advance using a ramp down which the ball is rolled. This allows two types of measurement to be made: the speed of movement between two points 1 metre apart (using photocells) and the distance covered by the ball until it stops.

- Criteria

In the analysis of resistance to ball advance on different soccer surfaces with different bases, the average rolling distances were (Bell et al., 1985): artificial turf on asphalt (14-20 metres), artificial turf on dynamic base (wet – 10 metres and dry – 17 metres).

BSI suggests changes in speed of 0.1 to 0.35 metres/second and a final ball distance of 5 to 15 metres. DIN specifies that the delay should be between 0.3 and 0.6 metres/second and the final distance from 10 to 20 metres. FIFA sets a final distance of 4 to 10 metres.

In the comparative study of natural and artificial turf, differences were seen between both surfaces for ball deceleration and final distance values (Winterbottom, 1985) (Figure 7), with the ball travelling farther over the artificial surface.

*Figure 7. Deceleration and distance of the ball on natural and artificial turf (Winterbottom, 1985)*
Effects on the ball

Friction between the ball and the surface is responsible for changes in the speed, direction and rotation of the effect on the ball after coming into contact with the surface. Although this factor does not seem to be very important in soccer, it does become more important in such sports as tennis, golf and cricket.

- Test methods and criteria

The FIFA standard includes a method that analyses the complex interaction between ball and surface by analysing the loss of speed of the ball after being shot from a cannon inclined at 25°. Limits for loss of ball speed after impacting against the surface have been set at 60-80% of the muzzle velocity (50Km/hr).

BSI standards include a method for measuring ball spin, however there is no clear criteria on acceptable ball behaviour.

CONCLUSIONS

The views held on artificial turf surfaces have changed over time. Despite the generally held view that more sports injuries occur on artificial turf playing surfaces, certain writers show a degree of disagreement with this, as well as with the type of injuries associated with said surfaces.

The associated idea is that more injuries were caused by the early generations of artificial turf, however the inclusion of new materials (with properties that allow us to obtain similar conditions to those of natural grass) and the incorporation of biomechanical research of said playing surfaces (allowing us to generate more reliable criteria), have allowed us to change preconceived ideas regarding artificial turf. This allows us not only to guarantee enhanced protection against injuries associated with playing on said surfaces but also guarantee an improvement in the conditions in which the sport is played (more homogenous surfaces, higher playing speed, etc.).

With regard to the epidemiology associated with artificial turf, it should be pointed out that that the methodologies used to identify the injuries and injury percentages have not followed the same criteria in the studies carried out, meaning that not clearly defining such variables as type and specifications of the footwear used, the skill level of the sportsman or woman, origin of the injuries, type of activity and movement, etc. can have a greater or lesser influence on the results obtained. As regards the different standards in existence, the need must be mentioned to consider the factors used by the methods for evaluating and analysing artificial turf playing surfaces, such as: ball pressure, the influence of studs used with the analysis boot, weather conditions, etc. These are all factors that have an influence when it comes to defining the criteria laid down for said playing surfaces.

Finally, mention must be made of the important work carried out by biomechanical research in guaranteeing and developing artificial turf playing surfaces by carrying out two main tasks:

- Developing new and different methods and instruments for analysing artificial turf playing surfaces.
• Collaborating with the different standards, federations and sporting bodies to establish criteria and standards that guarantee sports safety.
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